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Neuriva Reviews - What Is It?




Neuriva is a relatively new brand of brain-boosting supplements designed by the company known as Schiff Vitamins. These products are claimed to boost your memory, performance, and mental cognition in a natural way. At the time of writing this review, the brand offered two products containing Neurofactor, a coffee fruit extract. The formulas also contain other active ingredients meant to improve the "five indicators of brain performance" defined as accuracy, focus, learning, memory, and concentration. The second supplement, Neuriva Plus, also claims to boost reasoning. Can a daily supplement really help you to improve your mental functions? We are going to find the answer here by looking at the details behind Neuriva. So, the company behind the formula actually offers two supplements for you to choose from: Neuriva Original and Neuriva Plus. They have the same active ingredients and contain 30 capsules per container but we will focus on the first product more. The main difference between the two supplements is that Neuriva Plus additionally contains vitamin B6, B12, and folic acid. The manufacturer is not reputable or well-known. The official site says that if you have any questions, you can contact the company at (888)532-4574 or through email at schiffcustomercare@rb.com. 





Ingredients of Neuriva - Does It Really Work? Is It a Scam?


Both products come with the same usage instructions. The adults are recommended to take one capsule per day before bedtime. Pregnant and breastfeeding women, as well as those on medication should consult their doctor before starting the treatment. Let's check the active ingredients within Neuriva: Neurofactor and phosphatidylserine. The latter is also known as Plant-Sourced Sharp PS (100 milligrams). According to ConsumerLab and WebMD, it is a phospholipid, which means that it makes up cell membranes and takes part in their functioning. This component is also important for memory formation and the process of learning. According to the preliminary studies, your mental functions decrease as you age and taking doses of 100mg two or three times a day can boost cognitive abilities responsible for mood, memory, and concentration. However, there is lack of evidence to back up the benefits of the compound for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease.


The second ingredient in Neuriva Original is Neurofactor (coffee cherry) 100 milligrams. It is a patented extract made from coffee fruit. There isn't enough evidence to prove the effects of this decaffeinated compound but the company behind the product claims that it can increase the levels of the brain-derived neurotrophic factor, a protein responsible for neuron health and stimulation of the development of new ones. This protein is believed to have an important role in memory, learning, and behavior. Low levels of this substance are associated with aging, development of dementia, Alzheimer's, and other neurological conditions. According to the early clinical studies, supplementing with coffee fruit may improve your cognitive health and reduce the risk of degenerative brain diseases. However, these studies do not show how much of the product should be consumed daily. Neuriva Plus may lack it significantly. 


Let us take a look at the additional ingredients in the supplement. Vitamin B6 (as pyridoxine hydrochloride) - 1.7 mg plays an important role in brain function. It also helps your body to produce norepinephrine and serotonin, two compounds responsible for your stress levels and mood. According to EveryDay Health, adults should take at least 1.5 mg per day. Vitamin B12 (as cyanocobalamin) - 2.4mcg - is important for avoiding dementia in older adults. You need at least 2.4 mcg of Vitamin B12 per day. Folate - 680 mcg - is also known as vitamin B9. According to Mental Health America, it is a vital nutrient for preventing dementia and depression. A diet of leafy greens and fortified greens will provide you with the daily folate quota of 400-800 mg per day.


Customer Reviews - Does It Have Any Side Effects?


It is high time to take a look at Neuriva customer reviews. We succeeded to find many reviews of the supplement on Amazon but, unfortunately, most of them are complaints. We've learned that the average rating is 3.4 stars. Most comments were from users who did not feel much difference in their energy levels and focus. Some users reported that they the supplement failed to boost their stamina and to make them feel more alert. A number of reviewers stated that they thought the product would work better than it did in reality. They say it did not help them to deal with brain fog. Other mind enhancers prove to be more effective. The number of positive reviews is lower. These people reported that the benefits they felt could be attributed to the placebo effect. Speaking about side effects, it should be noted that some users broke out in a rash after using the product. A few people confessed that the supplement was too expensive, considering that they cost of one capsule is about $1. Let us read actual testimonials of Neuriva users.


"Neuriva is a bad product as I was in a stressful psychedelic state all night after taking it. It was an unpleasant physical and mental feeling. I woke up in sweat and then I faced difficulty going back to sleep. Moreover, I found it difficult to wake up in the morning because I was extremely sleepy. I think this supplement should make its way through the FDA."

"I have been using Neuriva for a month and I still have not seen any changes. This product is too expensive for what it offers. I am a student and I wanted so much to boost my stamina and alertness. I am sure that this supplement is a waste of money. I will not buy this product again and I don't recommend it to anyone else."

"I really didn't notice any changes after taking Neuriva. My focus and concentration didn't change, even though I took the pills as recommended every day before going to bed. I hoped that my mental process might improve as I have to work through many tasks at once. The pills had no flavor, which is weird since there should be some vitamin aftertaste."


Where To Buy Neuriva?


You can buy Neuriva Original from the official website of the company for $30. Neuriva Plus is a more expensive product - $44.95. Both supplements contain 30 capsules per container. Shipping costs $5.99 or can be free for orders over $30. The company offers return policy according to which you can return your purchase for a full refund within 30 days but it needs to be in a saleable condition (unused and unopened). Opened products are subject to a 15% restocking fee, and the customer needs to pay all return shipping fees. The products are also availableon some retail stores. Amazon offers Neuriva Plus (30 capsules in a bottle) at the price of $25.89 plus Free shipping with Amazon Prime. It is strange that the product is much cheaper on Amazon. It may have a lower quality.


My Final Summary





From this research, it appears that Neuriva is not a worthy product, since it has a great number of disadvantages. Its users are not impressed with the benefits of the product at all. This brain booster does not use all natural ingredients as claimed by the manufacturer. Besides, it has lack of clinical research to back up its promises. Real users; reviews published online show that the customers are not happy with their purchase. Some of them even say that that have experienced a number of side effects. Based on what we have learnt about Neuriva, it isn't a miracle product. If you want to improve your mental abilities, you should look for a more effective and safer product. There's a good chance you will encounter a supplement that will give your brain a boost without side effects.


Affordable Alternative
It is not the best option for you to choose if you want to improve memory and support your health. There are many other alternatives which use some other approaches towards the problem. I study different products and I can say that one of them is worth your attention. It is NooCube. I recommend you reading my review about NooCube. You will get hope for future with it!
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The information provided on this site is of a general nature only and is not meant to replace the advice of your doctor or pharmacist.




	







